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‘The Powerful Marvel of Irony’: Derrida and the Structures of Irony

Maebh Long

The powerful marvel of irony: an admirable defence against the peculiarities of

discourse and against the investigation of a too simple rationality. But a power

that is, however, vulnerable, because it cannot show something truer than itself,

more lastingly real than all its infinitely diverse resources.

Maurice Blanchot, Lautréamont and Sade

Marian Hobson’s Jacques Derrida: Opening Lines presents a reading of Derrida which
moves away from semantics, that is, from locating the source of linguistic richness in
the potentiality of signifiers to designate multiple signifieds. Instead, Hobson
proposes a syntactic approach, whereby ‘syntax’ describes the structure that arises
from the joining of lexemes and phrases in unstable ways, such that terms
‘stop functioning as foci, centres, and begin functioning as junction points. The
phrases are poised on the page, swinging in relation to the sentences adjacent to
them, hijacking other grammatical functions’.1 Meaning ‘is built structurally, out of
slippages and losses, out of graftings and cuttings’,2 and the patterns and connections
made by units are used, mentioned, quoted, embedded and interwoven between
other lexemes and phrases in a way that always ‘allows for more than, or other than,
what we can say, or write’.3 As such, Derrida’s neologisms, paleonyms and quasi-
transcendentals are understood as ‘singularities’ operating as ‘strange attractors’
whose use and repetition in sequences and ‘circuits of argument’ create meaning.
Thus, Hobson writes, quoting ‘The Double Session’, ‘the infinity of language is not
derived from the arraying of atomic words, but from the “play of articulations
splitting up that body or re-inscribing it within sequences it can no longer control”’.4

From these arises an ‘argument which is not always explicitly signalled’,5 and a
syntactical pattern which is very much of the rhythm and style of Derrida’s writing.

As valuable as Hobson’s structural understanding of the text is, her formulation has
generated some criticism; Geoffrey Bennington, for example, argues that Hobson’s
structural understanding reduces contamination and thereby moves towards the
eidetic. He states that Hobson separates negotiation and interruption, making them
‘two forms of relation to singularities [ . . . ], whereas I would want to say that they
are the same, and that Derrida says this’,6 thereby contending that she is positing
pure, uncontaminated oppositions and a structure that is simply an eidetic version of
différance:
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a ‘strange attractor’ always out of reach looks as though it would have

to be either pure syntax (pure relationality without terms) or pure
lexematicity (pure term without relation); but différance and the rest

are just bespeaking the becoming syntactic of all terms, their

dissolution as terms into a syntax which also regularly secretes (or
vomits out) such quasi-terms, in a rhythm which is that of Derrida’s

writing.7

If we are to understand Hobson’s analysis of the syntactic structure at work in the
text as a fundamental principle, then Bennington’s criticism of Hobson’s project as
‘both powerfully reductive (in that it proposes a quite specific syntactic motif as
organising a wide range of texts) and endlessly open (in that syntax thus understood
just is a principle of multiplication and dispersion)’ is difficult to counter, both in
Hobson’s case and in general, as any term or structure offered, no matter how open,
is anchoring and, therefore, reducing.8 Even Bennington’s refinement from the
syntax of terms to the becoming syntactic of all terms, a syntax-to-come which produces a
rhythm or style playing on and with quasi-transcendental signifiers, can be still
thought of as a guiding structure. Nevertheless, avoiding the reduction of important
differences to a homogenous same, let us acknowledge that while Hobson’s syntactic
schema is elucidatory with regards to Derrida’s style and the operation of the text,
perhaps it can be altered to allow for the openness of the syntax-to-come. This paper
thereby proposes that the excessive textual movement that sees terms become
syntax, the ‘least bad’ structure of a becoming syntax, is better understood as a
structural irony operating through the turns and interruptions of parataxis,
hyphenation, parabasis and anacoluthon. Irony thus operates through the order/
disorder that is parataxis and through the transgressive, interrupted step/counter-
step of parabasis. Irony is anacoluthic, the interruption of codes and grammatical
expectations, and shows the trait of hyphenation, a stylistic stroke of (dis)connection
that unites and separates. The structural irony of parabasis and parataxis steps away
from the seeming inevitability of a presented order or system, as irony is a force of
weakness that can be manipulated but not controlled, a (counter)force that turns an
entity in on itself in protection and exposure. This paper thus investigates ironic
style, not through its surface effects or affects, but through its structures. As such,
both irony and style step away from the notion of surface effects, and are seen to
operate as deeply structural functions.

Syntax to Parataxis

Hobson’s move from semantics to syntactics is hardly startling; Aristotle proposed
what J. L. Austin summarised as ‘properly speaking, what alone has meaning is a
sentence’.9 The semantic range of the lexeme does not produce excess; it is only when
the term is concatenated with other terms that meaning proliferates. Meaning is
constructed, Derrida writes,

first and foremost through the syntax, which disposes the ‘entre’ in
such a way that the suspense is due only to the placement and not to
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the content of words. [ . . . ] It is the ‘between’, whether it names fusion

or separation, that thus carries all the force of the operation.10

The ‘between’ – entre – is in French aurally indistinguishable from antre – ‘cave’ –
and so Derrida inserts great spaces into his conjunctions, as that which joins does so
across the mouth of a deep recess. The links between words are spaces of excessive
depth, passages that step up to labyrinths of textual chains. Joining becomes
interruption, as the code or context is ironically disrupted by the different paths each
term can take, and we are confronted with the ‘impossibility of identifying the path
proper to the letter of a text, of assigning a unique place to the subject, of locating a
simple origin’.11 But, as Derrida establishes, the ‘between’ itself ceases to function
simply syntactically, as

through the re-marking of its semantic void, it [the between] in fact

begins to signify. Its semantic void signifies, but it signifies spacing and

articulation; it has as its meaning the possibility of syntax; it orders

the play of meaning. Neither purely syntactic nor purely semantic, it marks

the articulated opening of that opposition [original emphasis].12

How do we think the ‘between’ such that it is ‘becoming syntactic’, or, as Derrida
puts it, the possibility of the difference between syntax and semantics?

The ‘formal or syntactical praxis that composes and decomposes’ meaning is what
counts in terms like hymen, pharmakon, and différance,13 Derrida argues, as they

have a double, contradictory, undecidable value that always derives

from their syntax, whether the latter is in a sense ‘internal’,

articulating and combining under the same yoke, huph’hen, two

incompatible meanings, or ‘external’, dependent on the code in which

the word is made to function.14

Huph’hen, which was borrowed by English to create the term hyphen, in Ancient
Greek meant ‘in one, as a single word [ . . . ] a sign written below two consecutive
letters to show that they belong to the same word’.15 From a mark denoting unity or
inclusion within a lexeme it evolved to form huphen, a term indicating a compound or
portmanteaux term, wherein two (or more) words are to be read as one. In its
current use, the hyphen both conjoins separate terms to create a new meaning –
Levinas’s ‘the-one-for-the-other’, for example – or severs terms to call attention to
ignored meanings – Levinas’s ‘an-archic’, ‘dia-chrony’, ‘extra-ordinary’, ‘dis-
interested’, ‘de-posing’, ‘ex-ception’. The hyphen has thus worked to denote unity
and to emphasise a certain difference or distance. The syntactic praxis of
composition and decomposition that Derrida notes above is marked by the hyphen;
an internal conjoining, which also signifies an ‘external’ connection and a severing.
The hyphen is a between that fuses and separates, a mark which in filling the blank
space between words serves to emphasise it. The syntactic hyphenation which
Derrida outlines does not operate solely at the level of the phrase, but takes place
within the lexeme itself, so that an understanding of language and the mark as
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semantic presupposes syntax: each mark is hyphenated, a word that contains its own
meanings in an internal series with itself. This chain forms an internal sequence, but
an internal series extending externally, as the chain is linked to synonyms, half
meanings, associations, and eventually, the entire linguistic web. The hyphen,
therefore, joins and separates the inside and the outside, transgressing metaphysical
divisions. Thus, like the hymen,

the syntactical composition and decomposition of a sign renders this

alternative between internal and external inoperative. One is simply

dealing with greater or lesser syntactical units at work, and with

economic differences in condensation. Without reducing all these to

the same, quite the contrary, it is possible to recognise a certain serial

law in these points of indefinite pivoting: they mark the spots of what

can never be mediated, mastered, sublated, or dialectised.16

The internal and external sequences of the mark(s) are hyphenated, conjoined
through interruption. Hence iterability can be understood in terms of syntax, and
the ability of the mark to be repeatable and alterable stems from its syntactical
ability to link itself to any new context, to hyphenate itself. The mark is never self-
present because it is always internally divided by a hyphen, as it contains within
itself the cave of the between. It is always interrupted, turning its own code away
from itself, stepping across its own joins. Thus the praxis which Derrida proposes is a
syntax of the ‘between’, a hyphenation of the gaps, of interruptions.

The hyphen can be likened to the movement of and/or, or, more accurately, as
Derrida outlines in ‘Et Cetera’, a movement of and . . . and, or even just and, where
‘and’ joins and disjoins. Thinking X and Y means thinking X as separate to Y, and
therefore thinking of them together also separates them. Deconstruction, Derrida
writes, introduces, or rather recognises, ‘an “and” of association and dissociation at
the very heart of each thing’.17 This function of the ‘and’ is

something like a rule, a privileged procedure in deconstruction which

is, however, neither a method nor an appropriable technique, but an

event or a style. The recurrence, the probability of this quasi-rule (a

rule without a rule since each time the example is absolutely other)

would often go via a sort of disjunctive conjunction at the threatened

heart of each conceptual or verbal atom.18

Deconstruction is of hyphenation, a style of interruptive, disjunctive conjunction.
The hyphen can itself be thought of as a stylistic stroke: Derrida, speaking in Spurs of
Nietzsche’s use of distance – Distanz – changes the term toDis-tanz, and refers to the
hyphen as a ‘stylistic effect’ whose ‘pirouette’ creates a ‘play of silhouettes’ that
suspends the term while sending it to excess,19 multiplying its possibilities by
showing its latent divides, splitting it into sections and subsections.20

The hyphen – a stroke which links while separating, anacoluthically interrupting
while amalgamating – operates to disseminate meaning. Thus Derrida writes that
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we find ‘dissemination in the folds of the hymen: that is the “operation”. Its steps
allow for (no) method: no path leads around in a circle toward a first step, nor
proceeds from the simple to the complex, nor leads from a beginning to an end’.21

The ability of the hymen – of any mark – to refigure itself means that ‘the hymen
never presents itself. It never is – in the present –; it has no proper, literal
meaning’.22 Constantly pulled in different directions, the mark is never fully (self)
present. It always awaits a different place in the series, never meaning in itself, but
receiving meaning from its location(s). It is thus structurally ironic, never fully
there, caught in the temporal delay of a fragmented or hyphenated series, never
stepping back to a clear origin or progressing to a definite end, interrupted and
interrupting. Hence the force of conjoining interruption and interrupting
conjunction precedes the syntactic/semantic opposition. The force of hyphenation
is, as Derrida writes, the possibility of syntax, and as such, Bennington’s ‘becoming
syntactic’.

Without positing an origin preceding this split or attempting to ground a possibility
or a becoming in an antecedent term, hyphenation as a marker of the possibility of
syntax-semantics can be given another name, one emphasising the notion of a
syntax-to-come, a style which is open, idiosyncratic without being eidetic. This
structure/style would be one which marks the potential for syntax, and contains the
essence of reordering that syntax contains, while emphasising the disorder, the
fragmentary nature of the chain that

dislocates all oppositions. It carries them off, impresses upon them a

certain play that propagates itself through all the text’s moving parts,

constantly shifting them, setting them out of phase, more or less regularly,

through unequal displacements, abrupt slowdowns or bursts of speed,

strategic effects of insistence or ellipsis, but always inexorably [my

emphasis].23

Thus, the ‘play of articulations splitting up that body or re-inscribing it within
sequences it can no longer control’ and the force of the ‘between’ or hyphenation,24

the style of the ‘and’ can – perhaps – be better named parataxis.

Like the hyphen, parataxis names a conjoining interruption, as it brings together
only to separate, placing terms and clauses side by side (entre) over the abyss (antre) of
the absent conjunction, allowing and requiring the reader to link as she sees fit. In
the case of parataxis, however, the hyphen’s visible mark is replaced with an
invisible sign of multiplicity; while the order in which phrases are placed can impose
a sense of hierarchy, causality or progression, the absence of co-ordinating
conjunctions means that parataxis operates as a greater mode of fragmentation,
which steps away from the appearance of a logical, inevitable, necessary progression
or system, and opens up the possibility of reordering and rewriting. Parataxis is a
becoming syntax, isolated terms awaiting conjunctions. This should not, however, be
thought to return it to semantics by dint of removing or reducing the functioning of
any terms that do not ‘mean’ – in other words, by privileging categoremes over
syncategoremes. Parataxis does not eliminate the syncategorematic so much as open
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it up – it doesn’t specify a conjunction but allows the reader to select one. As such
the fragmented seriality of marks can be thought of as a parataxis of affirmation, a
‘yes, yes, yes’ or the syncategorematic ‘and, and, and’ in which ‘and’ separates and
conjoins, as ‘and’ means ‘binding, unbinding, conjunction, disjunction, opposition,
addition, complement, supplement’ – it is parataxis and hyphenation.25

‘Syntax’ is often used to describe the style or manner of an author’s prose. While
parataxis has not typically had this use, it by no means undermines the importance
of style – it is (a) style – but a style which, while calling attention to the very
construct of a text, refuses to privilege the author. It is a mode of writing that opens
the text to the other, that emphasises the (re)writing of the reader. In paratactic
writing a singular syntax is retained and the author’s recognisable idiosyncrasies,
tone and choice of terms are most definitely not ignored, but the fact that that style is
always already interrupted by its own ‘between’ is emphasised. While syntax points
to the possibility of further syntax, it tends towards order, product over process,
poem over poiesis, destination over path. Syntax is parataxis controlled and
reduced, systematised and under the sway of the author or reader. In The Ear of the

Other Derrida speaks of the syntaxless syntax Blanchot uses in The Step Not Beyond to
approach ‘death in what I could call a step-by-step procedure of overstepping or of
impossible transgression’: a self-interrupting, transgressing syntax is a syntax of
fragments, that is, parataxis.26 As such parataxis is a promise always tainted by the
possibility of perjury; it presents marks as though ordered and conjoined, but refuses
to commit to a definitive or conclusive conjunction. It is a style whose potentialities
are in excess of the thetic or the propositional, as its statements are never wholly
present, forwarding a truth contaminated by the possibility of a lie, proffering a
phrase whose (in)completion is haunted by the catachrestic.

The movement of parataxis can be related to Derrida’s reinscription of the
metaphor in ‘White Mythology’, in which he ‘disrupts the opposition of the
semantic and the syntactic, and especially the philosophical hierarchy that submits
the latter to the former’.27 Derrida indicates an ironic, fragmentary interplay of
marks that is paratactic, a meaning of interrupted juxtapositions. In a sequence
outlining the connections made by metaphors, associations that appear grounded in
semantics, Derrida asks if we do not have a

long and hardly visible chain whose first link is quite difficult to exhibit.

[ . . . ] Rather than a metaphor, do we not have here an ‘enigma’, a

secret narrative, composed of several metaphors, a powerful asyndeton or

dissimulated conjunction whose essential characteristic is ‘to describe a

fact in an impossible combination of words’ [my emphasis].28

While Derrida specifically addresses Aristotle’s analogy between the sun and its rays
and sowing and seeds, from the particularity of the example we approach a more
general functioning of language. The unpredictable combinations, the dissimulated
conjunctions, the enigmatic connections, the hardly visible links and chains describe
the movement of parataxis. Derrida’s term ‘asyndeton’, a direct synonym for
parataxis, points to the idea that what replaces the concentration on diachrony, on
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univocal truth, on attainable intention, on semantics and semantic overloading is
not simply the syntactic, but a force of productive, and interruptive, parataxis.

The path of the hyphenated, paratactic pas de métaphore, the metaphor as
interruption/conjunction, can be traced in the blanc of ‘The Double Session’. Blanc
(white/blank) is a term which inserts itself into itself, inserting a cave of the between,
the abyss surrounding the narrow hyphen, into the white, the place of inscription. It
is both the absence within the mark that prevents it from being fully present to itself,
and the matrix in which work occurs, the absence that gives space to meaning. The
space of the blanc contains each white object, and each white object is
anacoluthically interrupted by the empty white space (of possibility). The plurality
of metaphors and their dissemination produces a tropological structure that turns
around itself, collapsing the structure of metaphors. Its excessive turning cannot be
said to signify through metonymy: as everything is metonymic, the part is always
greater than the whole, and the whole is always smaller than the part, and so the
concept of the metonymic collapses. Julia Ponzio writes that Derrida uses the Greek
word rytmos to refer to the law of spacing because rytmos does not imply the orderly
sequence of ‘rhythm’, but is ‘a form that is always about to change or to break up’.29

Thus the rytmos of the blancs intriguing Derrida are paratactic and anacoluthic, as
the rytmos or style calls attention to what has not been said, to what cannot be said,
and to that which lies outside propositional speech or thematic content. The blanks
are present through their absence, are wholly (in)visible, and turn each ordered
system into a fragmented system of hyphenating parataxis. The multiplicity of
referencing that occurs, the doubling and redoubling, the folding and refolding
stems from a force that does not present the simple turn of a trope, but the (re)turn of
the trope of tropes, of the quasi-trope – irony.

Paratactic Irony

Hobson directly, if briefly, associates the syntactical functioning of Derrida’s style
with ‘a radically original form of irony’,30 which ‘derive[s] from syntactic units
joining together in unstable ways’.31 Derrida’s style of writing, she argues, involves a
slow and careful engagement with ideas or arguments embedded in specific phrases
or segments of prose; his texts analyse and critique by repeating and reworking a
syntax, performing and exploring the way syntactic units interact, as if there were ‘a
perturbing force field round certain words or phrases’.32 As these circuits of
argument are revisited and reconnected, the result, Hobson argues, is an ironic
undercutting of presence, the proper, and authorial provenance. It is also an
undercutting of the figure of the ironist; Hobson argues that ‘the syntactic irony
available at certain points in Derrida’s text is not that of signals to a reader sent out
by a transcending consciousness; it is much more like a sudden change of frequency
in emission, which can momentarily be received in a different way and at a different
place’.33 That is, irony is not localised in a ‘human or more-than-human mind with
an ironic overview’34 – it is neither a transcendental nor teleological irony – but is
an operation whereby ‘language itself seems to be being ironic, rather than there
being an author, a source behind it controlling what is going on’.35 Irony in this
sense can be employed, but it is also, nonetheless, a feature of the text.
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Before we problematize Hobson’s syntactic irony, some words on irony itself are
required, as its myriad uses and theories render it excessively overdetermined, and
often analysed in terms of its affects rather than its structure. While Cicero and
Quintilian may have praised its rhetorical urbanity, and Friedrich Schlegel,
Kierkegaard and Hegel later engaged with the philosophical implications of irony,
with greater and lesser degrees of respect – ‘this irony was invented by Friedrich von
Schlegel, and many others have babbled about it or are now babbling about it
again’36 – between the ancients and the eighteenth century irony was little more
than basic antiphrasis.37 Many uses of irony appear to understand it as a figurative
or tropological flourish that masks an attainable literal meaning or authorial
intention; like a metaphor, it is often presumed that irony can be traced backwards
to an original source and ‘diffused’ through the discovery of the true, intended
meaning.38 Thus readings of irony that exceed this in complexity are treated with
suspicion; as Wayne C. Booth grimly warned, ‘fellow romantics, do not push the
irony too far, or you will pass from the joyful laughter of Tristram Shandy into
Teutonic gloom. Read Schlegel’.39 In general, irony is understood in terms of a
disjunction, a gap expressible as the difference between what is said and what is
meant, what was expected and what occurred, or – and here we move closer to the
force of irony – the expressed and the excess.40 However, irony can be more
profitably understood as that which, like deconstruction, happens, as that which is
manipulated by an author or inserted by a reader is already taking place at the level
of the mark. Irony is, as Gary Peters puts it, a ‘complex and dissonant structural
principle’,41 such that, as J. Hillis Miller writes, ‘the difficulty in analysing the
narrative line is the difficulty, or rather the impossibility, of mastering the
unmasterable, the trope that is no trope [ . . . ] the trope-no-trope of irony’.42 Irony is
not simply the sense of discrepancy between overt and intuited meaning, but a
pervasive inconsistency or incongruity that stems from the divided mark and the
resultant permanent impossibility of closure. It is a force/weakness that operates
deep within the logical structure of the split mark, rendering clear categories,
particularly of intention, wholly unstable. Irony is the expression of the beyond,

within; the beyond of language within language, the beyond of grammar within
grammar. It is, in other words, the excess generated by the divided mark and the
connections of the textual web that the non-thetic and the non-propositional do not
attempt to mask or suppress.

Writing so as to acknowledge the structural reworking(s) of irony involves a certain
style, an engagement with a work that recognises within its singularity a force of
reworking that explodes the text beyond its author, form, language, event. That is,
each singular event is both produced and undone by the potential of the mark to be
hyphenated to itself and other marks through infinite, aleatory (dis)connections.
This ‘style’, which is also form or structure, performs a certain contamination of
genres and discourses; the philosophical and the literary, the public and the private,
the fictional and the autobiographical, etc. Structural irony is, therefore, neither
specifically humorous nor specifically bleak, although it can be manipulated to
produce laughter and tears. Irony is hyphenation, the movement of conjunction and
disjunction between marks, and as such cannot be thought of as a single pole or
point. Thus, when Derrida says that ‘I have this attitude that some people must
have perceived as double, of emancipation, revolt, irony, and at the same time of
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scrupulous fidelity’, the irony is not simply the single position that he posits but also
the excessive attitude/movement itself.43 The countermovements of irony name the
unmasterable excess that the mark produces. Thus, as Nicholas Royle writes, ‘no
doubt there remains the irony of Derrida as a grandmaster of non-mastery. Perhaps
an especially helpful way of exploring this irony would be in reckoning with the
singularity of his work as an affirmation of non-belonging’.44

This is not to say that Derrida was comfortable with the term ‘irony’, or that his uses
of the term extended to the levels of complexity the force of irony can be thought to
name. Too often ironists are understood as Richard Rorty defines them – cruel but
clever bullies, who make the world and its contents (seem) futile, obsolete, and
powerless by telling people that their final vocabulary is contingent and open to
parody.45 To be labelled an ironist seems often to be named a participant in a self-
indulgent, self-fulfilling project of scepticism, sophistry, nihilism and indeterminacy,
and Derrida was understandably reluctant to turn to a term often lazily employed by
others to denote postmodern parody or relativity. In Memoires for Paul de Man one
senses that Derrida feels obliged to stress or invent a positive dimension to the term:
‘Underlying and beyond the most rigorous, critical, and relentless irony, within that
‘Ironie der Ironie’ [irony of irony] evoked by Schlegel, whom he would often quote,
Paul de Man was a thinker of affirmation’.46 This article attempts to move away
from this gloss of irony as negativity, that is, as a single position, and instead
understands it as naming an excessive, dynamic force of conjunction and
interruption. The ‘theory’ of irony to be extrapolated from Derrida’s texts is one
formed by tracing the way in which singular, yet similar, paths are found in his
readings of different texts. These separate, singular instances – readings of Aristotle,
Mallarmé, de Man, Nietzsche, Blanchot – do not add up to a solid, unified whole,
but operate in paratactic relation, conjoined and discrete. An understanding of
irony and the structure of language gleaned from Derrida’s text is by its nature
dynamic, interrupting, hyphenating, anacoluthic, parabatic, paratactic: ironic.
That is, we extrapolate irony not merely from the content of the works, but from the
way in which those contents interact and are preformed – from the contamination,
consolidation and contradiction between specific instances and general repetitions.
Furthermore, any name will, no matter how improperly, hyphenate a mark to
the proper; by naming the recurring force in Derrida’s works and the general
system of marks irony, a reduction has taken place, but it is a reduction, if you will,
of openness.

As parataxis complicates and refines syntax, paratactic irony complicates and
refines syntactic irony. Paratactic irony is the irony of a fragmented, infinitely
interrupted and interrupting system, in which the ironic, hyphenated force of the
entre is a paratactic force of potentiality, of possibility and of becoming. Paratactic
irony is a thinking of dispersion and alterity that acknowledges the (perhaps)
inescapable tendency of the reader/writer to impose an ordered system on the text. It
presents potentiality, allowing an order to be presumed/imposed, but without that
order eliminating excess. Irony is paratactically horizontal – meanings lie side by
side – rather than vertically metaphoric – meanings stand one behind the other.
Parataxis, as an ironic hyphen, will always represent contamination, and specifically
the intermingling of engagement and disruption, as parataxis shows that any
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engagement is a disruption. Its potentiality, its force of becoming that is process
rather than product does not eliminate the semantic nor the syntactic, but gives
them space. However, a further two refinements or stylistic/structural movements
can be employed to trace the path of irony.

Parabatic Irony

Deconstruction is the getting ready for the coming of the other, a preparation which
‘comes back in the step [ pas ] – and also as the step – of the other’, the opening up of
unexpected pathways with an aporetic step.47 Aporia names

the possibility of the impossible, the ‘play’ of a certain excess in relation to

anymechanical movement, oriented process, path traced in advance, or

teleological programme [ . . . ] the very condition of the step [pas ], or
even the experience of pathbreaking, route [via rupta], march [marche ],

decision, event: the coming of the other, in sum, of writing and desire.48

Aporia, so long associated with Socrates’ ironic dialogues, in Derrida’s texts is
redirected, and it becomes, rather than a dead-end, the way of pathfinding, a new
step. Deconstruction’s step/not of constructive aporia is the ironic step of parabasis,
an aporetic step/not that transgresses limits and dead-ends.

The term ‘parabasis’ is derived from the Greek verb parabainein – ‘to step forward’ –
and describes a dramatic device used in Greek Attic comedies whereby the flow of
the play’s primary action was interrupted when the chorus stepped out to speak
directly to the audience. During the action of the play proper the chorus watched
the actors, but for the parabasis they turned to face the audience, and spoke on a
number of themes that did not directly relate to the plot of the play itself. In the
course of the seven sections of parabasis the fame and skill of the poet was lauded and
defended, his rivals attacked, the audience flattered or mocked, the gods and the
muses praised, humorous and satirical stories told and plot explanations given.49

Parabasis steps back from the play’s plot without being wholly removed from it; it
breaks the dramatic illusion of the play and introduces a sense of otherness and
estrangement. The chorus steps away from its role as spectator and becomes a
central spectacle, commenting on the play and the poet with an ambiguous voice, as
it presents opinions which are undecidably those of characters, performers, the poet
or the public. Thus, as G. M. Sifakis writes; ‘In none of the comedies does the chorus
have a consistent and unalterable dramatic character’.50

While a digression and complete in itself, the parabasis was a ‘self-questioning, self-
critical’ form, a ‘highly context-bound and ironic rhetorical epideix[is]’51 which ‘gives
us critical insight into the drama’s articulation of meaning’.52 It was self-deprecating
and boastful, so much so that Thomas Hubbard writes that ‘nowhere are the postures
of alazoneia [the boaster] and eir�oneia [the ironist] more evident and nowhere is the
question of self-knowledge more in the foreground that in the parabasis’.53 The
parabasis was, therefore, a digression or interruption of the plot by a voice or chorus of
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voices presenting a commentary on the poet, play and political situation from an
undecidable point of view. It was a monologue or soliloquy that in its engagement
with past plays and themes was also a dialogue, which the involvement of multiple
voices rendered – even when spoken by one – a cacophonic polylogue.

Schlegel’s most famous definition of irony – ‘irony is a permanent parabasis’, a
repeated interruption, commentary, polylogue – is read by many as referring to a
breaking of illusion, and hence German Romantic irony is understood to be that
which calls attention to the work as ‘unreal’ or fictive.54 However, reading the
step of parabasis as mode of Brechtian Verfremdungseffekt is a misreading, both of
Romantic irony and of the role of parabasis within Greek comedy. G. M. Sifakis
argues that Greek drama did not attempt to realistically represent human life on
stage and there was no urge to understand actors as the characters they
portrayed. As such, there was no illusion that was broken when they dropped
their roles. While Hubbard argues that even when theatre is highly stylised
audiences accept the actors as the people/gods/forces they portray, and the
dropping of masks causes an undeniable change in reception, the line between
fiction and reality is still played with rather than reinforced.55 Raymond
Immerwahr notes that Schlegel referred to the dissolution of illusion by the
distinct and separate name of ‘arabesque’, but even without this elucidation it
should be clear that the interruption that takes place in parabasis is scripted, and
as such as fictional as the primary action.56 While the chorus members may
literally or metaphorically unmask themselves, and speak as ‘real’ people, that is,
as actors or as the poet, what disturbs the fiction of the drama is another fiction.
The audience is recognised, but it is recognised as audience, as a construct
inherently complicit in the artifice of theatre. The interruption is bound by the
laws of the play, and as such plays its own interruption. Thus the parabasis does
not serve to remind the audience of the fiction of the play, and thereby highlight
the reality of that which lies beyond the play, but rather shows that the artistic
fiction of the play is a reflection on and of the artistic fiction of the world, which
has no more ‘reality’ than that of the play. Hence the German Romantic
demand: ‘we demand irony: we demand that events, men, in short the play of life,
be taken as play and be represented as such’.57 Parabasis is not the breaking of
illusion but the recognition of the ironic contamination of fiction and reality, a
crossing or transgression of limits that presents a strange or uncanny version of life
and of drama.

Parabasis exemplifies the movement of interruption as well as a transgression and
elliptical turning. The skewed step of parabasis is a permanent step, which is an
interrupted or failed step; a step that steps over itself. In stepping it steps away from
stepping and thus turns away from itself, and can be linked to the double meaning in
French of pas – it is a step [ pas ] and not [ pas ], movement and stasis. The parabatic
work turns in and away from itself, disrupting discourse by conversing on that
discourse, a self-renewing and ceaseless interruption that fragments the work with
simultaneous dissymmetric voices. It presents itself and comments on itself. The
parabasis is then a digression, an interruption, a shift in focus and theme. And yet it
can also become the object of primary focus; a contemporary account of
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Aristophanes’ Frogs states that ‘the play was so much admired because of the
parabasis contained in it that it was actually restaged’.58

When the chorus speaks in the parabasis it speaks with an ambiguous voice,
moving between monologue, dialogue and polylogue. The voices of many are
presented as the voice of one, and yet the one is so undecidable as to be the voices of
many. The single unit of the chorus comprises many separate identities, and so its
totality is always split. It is always more and less than the sum of its parts. It is part
of the play and not part of the play, both at its centre and wholly marginalised.
Relative roles are turned upside down – the poet becomes a character, as does the
audience, while the actors cease to be, within a carefully constructed illusion,
actors. Ironic parabasis is a step forward and a step back, a transgressive, skewed
step that is and is not the step of self-reflection. It crosses boundaries and markers;
it is always inside and outside. It provides a path, a point of entry, a footbridge,
and yet never quite takes you to your planned destination. It is a certain gait, a
particular way of walking, a rhythm or style. It is reality and fiction,
autobiography and self-defence, a performance and a description. It interrupts
and continues, it explains and mystifies. Paul de Man understands parabasis as ‘the
interruption of a discourse by a shift in the rhetorical register’59 and irony as ‘the
permanent parabasis of the allegory of tropes’ – a repeating interruption of the
coherence of narrative, but also, as the allegory of tropes refers (also) to Fichte’s
system of the ego and of knowledge, the interruption of ‘reality’, the calling
attention to the fiction of a stable, solid world and self.60 Irony is that which causes
dialectical and reflexive systems to interrupt themselves; that language can
(catachrestically) posit at all is because of irony, but irony will also fundamentally
disrupt this very positing.

Irony and the Anacoluthon

Anacoluthon, the disruption of syntax, is a faulty, parabatic step, the failure to take
the expected or proper path. In ‘The Concept of Irony’ deMan relates irony to both
parabasis and the anacoluthon, thereby equating their ruptures, while Thomas
Pepper compares the disjunction of the parabasis and the anacoluthon to an absolute

construction; a phrase independent of its grammatical surroundings, the co-ordination
of that which won’t co-ordinate.61 In ‘Excuses (Confessions)’ de Man argues that
the chiasmus that marks that contamination without convergence or assimilation
that occurs between the performative and the constative is an

anacoluthon; in the language of representational rhetoric, one could
also call it parabasis, a sudden revelation of the discontinuity between

two rhetorical codes. This isolated textual event [ . . . ] is disseminated

throughout the text and the anacoluthon is extended over all the
points of the figural line or allegory; in a slight extension of Friedrich

Schlegel’s formulation, it becomes the permanent parabasis of an

allegory (or figure), that is to say, irony. Irony is no longer a trope but
the undoing of the deconstructive allegory of all tropological
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conditions, the systematic undoing, in other words, of understanding.

As such, far from closing off the tropological system, irony enforces the
repetition of its aberration.62

Irony is thus, as we’ve seen, the interruptive/conjunctive hyphenation of the mark
and narrative line that disrupts understanding while enabling meaning to
proliferate. In Without Alibi Derrida also names the ironic force that enables this
mutual contamination and interruption of codes as anacoluthic. In ‘“Le Parjure”,
Perhaps: Storytelling and Lying’ Derrida defines the anacoluthon as ‘a rupture in the
consequence, an interruption in the sequence itself, within a grammatical syntax or
an order in general, in an agreement, thus also in a set, whatever it may be, in a
community’.63 As Derrida writes, the ‘striking’ and ‘productive’ anacoluthon

assures a powerful general formalisation even as it remains rooted and

forever inscribed in the fictional singularity of a corpus that already
produces it in itself [ . . . ] Doubtless more than a figure of rhetoric,

despite appearances, it signals in any case toward the beyond of

rhetoric within rhetoric. Beyond grammar within grammar.64

The anacoluthon – irony – is for Derrida the perhaps, an undecidable point whereby
the text can move in any direction, and where in interrupting the text it moves the
text beyond itself. Interruption in the case of the anacoluthon is the production of an
excess, the insertion of overdetermination into a rupture.

In ‘Who’s Afraid of Anacoluthon?’ Jan Mieszkowski describes the anacoluthon as
a use of language often read as a misuse, and thus both poetic device and
dismissible error at the border of figuration and disfiguration – an interruptive
prosopopeia. It

names the fact that no linguistic norm can be normal enough to reign
sovereign, or abnormal enough to strip itself of any pretension to being

paradigmatic. Language simultaneously exceeds and disappoints the

expectations it arouses. [ . . . ] This is why any individual anacoluthon
seems to be both an instance of linguistic anarchy and a fully

functional – even hyper-functional – formation.65

Ironic interruptions within language are both a disturbance of language and its
‘normal’ or proper functioning. Language is therefore ‘constitutively incapable of
confirming its own pretensions to being a self-realising (auto-productive, auto-
validating) system’.66 Through irony language is, interrupted.

Styling Irony

In ‘Derrida’s Irony?’ Hobson refers to Alex Callinicos’s understanding of Derrida’s
style put forth at the ‘For Derrida’ talks at Tate Modern in 2005. Hobson puts her
disagreement as follows:
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[ . . . ] that the distinctive philosophical style is one of the arguments;

that the discomfort it sets up is one of the legacies; that the ‘arcaneness’
is not a blemish or a curlicue which could be air-brushed out, leaving

ruggedwisdomand straight-forward exposition,Marxist inCallinicos’s

case, Anglo-Saxon-positivist in the case of the newspapers.67

Derrida’s ‘house-style’ of resistance – to translation,68 to propositional statements,
to summary, etc – is, she argues, more than just a ‘brand-mark’.69 It is one of a
structural, philosophical irony, an irony stemming from a certain homelessness, that
is, from the absence of a firm origin in intention or presence. But even while linking
irony to a pervasive, structural absence and excess within the text, Hobson restricts
it to the specific functioning of particular phrases or syntactic nodal points: ‘The
swings in ways of reading the phrase ripple suspicion around them, but the irony is
local, not spread all over; it involves local insecurities and instabilities, not a
constantly ironic tone’.70 This tension between the generalizable and the localisable
returns us to the way in which Derrida’s own texts function, and the tensions
regarding transcendental principles that Bennington’s critique of Hobson’s earlier
book brought up. Hobson writes: ‘Derrida’s relation to language is poised between
the universalizing force of language in general and the extreme particularity of the
“irruption” into language at one point in time, in one place, in one natural
language’.71 This contamination between the particular and the general haunts all
of Derrida’s texts. Each specific, singular instance of ‘irruption’ exists in fragmentary
relation not only to each other instance, but to the greater, ghostly, interrupted
assembly of all relations and possible relations. Each instance is singular, but it also
partakes of a paratactic chain of resemblances and echoes. The specific cannot be
subsumed by the general, but nor can a ghostly, faulty, interrupted, non-totalised
‘general’ be denied before the specific. In moving from syntax to parataxis,
parabasis, anacoluthon and the hyphen, we acknowledge the structure-style of the
beyond, within; an irony whose elusive pervasiveness – ‘one can never prove an
absence of irony’ – makes it persist, an inescapable, ‘invincible resource’.72
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